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Abstract—Reducing energy consumption is a critical step in lowering data center operating costs for various institutions. As such, with the growing popularity of cloud computing, it is necessary to examine various methods by which energy consumption in cloud environments can be reduced. We analyze the effects of virtual machine allocation on energy consumption, using a variety of real-world policies and a realistic testing scenario. We found that by using an allocation policy designed to minimize energy, total energy consumption could be reduced by up to 14%, and total monetary energy costs could be reduced by up to 26%. Keywords-cloud, virtual machine, energy



I.



INTRODUCTION



As adoption of virtualization services increases, cloud computing platforms are becoming increasingly popular. Demand for existing cloud infrastructures such as Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud [1] is steadily rising [2], and the use of private compute clouds is becoming more popular among a variety of institutions [3]. While virtualization has in many cases facilitated IT infrastructure consolidation for individual organizations, expanding demand for IT services via cloud technology does not come with costs. As virtualization on various cloud platforms becomes more prevalent, the rising number of virtual machine requests in any given cloud necessitates a proportionally increasing number of physical host servers to fulfill them. As such, data center sizes are expanding, generating a growing concern over energy consumption and electricity costs among businesses and hosting providers alike. The energy cost incurred in running a data center has been steadily rising for years. Data center energy costs in the United States accounted for nearly 1.5% of all electricity costs in 2006, reaching up to approximately $4.5 billion per year, and trend data estimates that this cost will jump to an annual cost of $7.6 billion by the end of 2011 [4]. With this in mind, it is worthwhile to attempt to minimize energy consumption through any means available. In this paper, we will examine various cloud allocation policies used to match virtual machines to physical hosts in a cloud environment. We will simulate each policy independently and analyze its effectiveness in a number of categories, with a focus on energy consumption. 978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE



Related work by Garg et al. [5] focuses on deploying high-performance computing (HPC) services across a cluster while minimizing carbon emissions, using a combination of minimization algorithms and CPU voltage scaling. Additionally, Kim et al. [6] has focused on developing a similar system that combines scheduling and CPU voltage scaling to achieve reduced energy consumption across a cluster. Such methods reduce energy costs, but their focus is on power consumption at the CPU level as opposed to the cluster level. More akin to our scheduling analysis is a system developed by Chase et al. [7] in which services bid on host machines and are scheduled to minimize energy costs, while properly allocating services to handle varying web loads. Unlike our research, their approach, like the other systems, relies on an outside scheduling framework. A different approach, focusing on optimizing the allocation process, is described by Srikantaiah et al. [8]. Their strategy involves modeling the cloud as a bin packing problem, with physical hosts as bins and virtual machines as objects to fit inside of them. Using this model, they attempt to consolidate the virtual machines to as few hosts as possible, in an effort to minimize overall energy usage. As we will see later on, this approach is akin to (although much more advanced than) the Packing allocation policy defined in our simulation. The allocation policies presented in this paper are either already available on two popular cloud platforms (OpenNebula [9] and Eucalyptus [10]), or they are straightforward to implement using either platform’s scheduling policy syntax. In this paper, we will attempt to analyze how various allocation policies affect energy consumption, as well as CPU load and overall energy costs, in a realistic environment based on dynamic website loads. Of the seven allocation policies we tested, four are currently available by default in existing open-source cloud platforms. The four existing policies tested include Round Robin, Striping, Packing, and free-CPU-count-based Load Balancing. One of the remaining three, ratio-based Load Balancing, is a variation on the original count-based load balancing, and the other two, the Watts per Core and Cost per Core policies, are experimental, intended to minimize overall data center energy consumption and energy costs respectively. We will explain each policy in depth in Section III.



This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will discuss the cloud allocation policies that were tested via our simulation. In Section III, we will explain our simulation scenario, including a breakdown of the virtual machines and physical hosts we attempted to match, as well as an overview of the simulation process. And finally, in Section IV, we will examine our results and analyze them accordingly. II.



ALLOCATION POLICIES



A. Round Robin Our first allocation policy is the simplest. For each new virtual machine, it iterates sequentially through available hosts until it finds one that has sufficient free resources available to host the virtual machine. Once found, it matches the virtual machine to that host. For the next virtual machine, the policy iterates through the hosts sequentially, starting where it left off, and again choosing the first host that can serve the virtual machine. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated. The Round Robin policy seeks to spread the virtual machines across the host pool as evenly as possible. It is currently the default scheduling policy in the Eucalyptus cloud platform [10]. B. Striping The Striping scheduling policy works as follows. For each new virtual machine, it first discards all hosts that do not have the available resources to host the virtual machine. From the remaining hosts, it finds the one that is currently hosting the least number of virtual machines. Once found, it matches the virtual machine to that host. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated. The Striping policy seeks to spread the virtual machines across as many hosts in the host pool as possible. It is currently available as one of the built-in policies in the OpenNebula cloud platform [9]. C. Packing The Packing policy is the opposite of the Striping policy. For each new virtual machine, it first discards all hosts that do not have the available resources to host the virtual machine. From the remaining hosts, it finds the one that is currently hosting the greatest number of virtual machines. Once found, it matches the virtual machine to that host. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated. The Packing policy seeks to consolidate the virtual machines to as few hosts in the host pool as possible. It is currently available as one of the built-in policies in the OpenNebula cloud platform, and implemented as the Greedy policy option in Eucalyptus [9, 10]. D. Load Balancing (free CPU count) The count-based Load Balancing policy is a more advanced version of the Striping policy. For each new virtual machine, it first discards all hosts that do not have the available resources to host the virtual machine. From the remaining hosts, it finds the one that with the greatest number of free CPU cores. Once found, it matches the 978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE



TABLE 1. PHYSICAL HOST SPECIFICATIONS. Cluster Europe Server Counts



Asia Server Counts



US West Server Counts



US East Server Counts



Physical Server server.A1



0



24



0



0



server.A2 server.B1 server.B2 server.C1 server.C2 server.D1 server.D2 server.D3



0 24 16 0 0 0 0 0



8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 8 8 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 16 16 16



TABLE 2. CLUSTER ALLOCATIONS.



Name



IBM Model



Cores



Memory (GB)



Min Power Usage (W)



Max Power Usage (W)



server.A1 server.A2 server.B1 server.B2 server.C1 server.C2 server.D1 server.D2 server.D3



x3550 M3 x3550 M3 x3455 x3455 x3550 M2 x3550 M2 x3650 M2 x3650 M2 x3650 M3



8 12 4 8 4 8 4 8 12



16 32 8 16 8 16 8 16 32



200 210 125 180 170 250 180 260 230



410 430 260 375 280 410 300 430 470



virtual machine to that host. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated. The Load Balancing policy seeks to minimize the CPU load on the hosts. It is currently available as one of the builtin policies in the OpenNebula cloud platform as the Load Aware policy [9]. E. Load Balancing (free CPU ratio) The ratio-based Load Balancing policy is a more advanced version of the count-based Load Balancing policy. For each new virtual machine, it first discards all hosts that do not have the available resources to host the virtual machine. From the remaining hosts, it finds the one that with the greatest ratio of free CPU cores to allocated CPU cores. Once found, it matches the virtual machine to that host. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated. The Load Balancing policy seeks to minimize the CPU load on the hosts and is designed to do a slightly better job than the count-based Load Balancing policy. F. Watts per Core The Watts per Core policy is a proposed energy-saving policy. For each new virtual machine, it first discards all hosts that do not have the available resources to host the



TABLE 3. VIRTUAL MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS. Name



EC2 Instance Type



Cores



Memory (GB)



Size (GB)



vm.Application vm.Frontend vm.Database



c1.xlarge m1.large m1.xlarge



8 2 4



7 7 15



1690 850 1690



TABLE 4. VIRTUAL MACHINE ALLOCATIONS. Cluster Europe VM Coutns



Load VM Counts



Virtual Machine



US East VM Counts



US West VM Counts



Asia VM Counts



vm.Application



8



8



2



6



20



vm.Frontend vm.Database



5 8



5 8



1 2



3 6



10 16



virtual machine. From the remaining hosts, it finds the one that would result in using the least additional wattage per CPU core if chosen, based on each host’s power supply. Once found, it matches the virtual machine to that host. In calculating this additional wattage, we make the assumption that hosts that are not hosting any virtual machines can be placed in a low power state (e.g. shut down, hibernating), and effectively use 0.0 additional watts. We discuss this assumption in section III. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated The Watts per Core policy attempts to always find the host that will take up the least additional wattage per core, reducing overall energy consumption. G. Cost per Core The Cost per Core policy is a proposed cost-saving policy. For each new virtual machine, it first discards all hosts that do not have the available resources to host the virtual machine. From the remaining hosts, it finds the one that would result in using the least additional cost per CPU core if chosen, based on each host’s power supply and electricity costs. Once found, it matches the virtual machine to that host. The Cost per Core policy makes the same assumptions that the Watts per Core policy does. This process is continued until all virtual machines are allocated. The Cost per Core policy attempts to always find the host that will take up the least additional cost per core, reducing overall energy costs. III.



SIMULATION SCENARIO



Our simulation scenario attempts to accurately simulate a large-scale website – the social media site Reddit.com. Reddit.com [11] recently shifted their entire infrastructure to Amazon EC2 virtual machine instances, and, as of February, 2011, the site serves up to 1 billion users monthly [12]. In the scenario, we define four clusters of physical hosts, each representing a geographical location around the world as well as an existing Amazon EC2 data center [13]. As mentioned above, the website is hosted entirely on a set of 978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE



virtual machines, which will be distributed among the clusters as necessary to deal with dynamic server loads. The load structure was chosen specifically to imitate typical web server loads based on the time of day at the different geographical locations. In this section, we will state the specification of each of our physical hosts, the requirements of each of our virtual machines, and the website load scheme used in our simulation. A. Physical Hosts The physical hosts in our simulation are based off of commodity servers currently available from IBM. Server specifications are based off of the specifications and power requirements provided by IBM’s Power Configurator tool [14]. The different servers used in our simulation are defined in Table 1. The physical hosts are divided up amongst four individual clusters. Each cluster contains a different number of one to three different types of servers. Each of the four clusters represents a different geographical location. Those locations are defined as: • • • •



US East – represents a data center in Ashburn, Virginia in the United States. US West – represents a data center in Los Angeles, California in the United States. Asia – represents a data center in Singapore. Europe – represents a data center in Dublin, Ireland.



Each cluster hosts a varying number of physical host servers. The server allocation of the clusters is defined in Table 2. B. Virtual Machines For the simulation, 108 virtual machines, representing the EC2 instance makeup of Reddit.com, were used for testing. Each virtual machine is based off of an existing EC2 instance type, with similar core, memory, and size requirements. The virtual machines and their specifications are shown in Table 3. Each cluster has a number of virtual machines of each type that are meant to handle the base load at any given time. As such, these virtual machines are persistent and will always be allocated on their respective clusters. Alternatively, there are some virtual machines that are meant to help handle additional load at any given cluster. As such, these virtual machines are allocated based on each cluster’s load each hour. Table 4 shows the virtual machine allocation across the clusters. C. Dynamic Load The simulation emulates dynamic website loads coming from the different clusters at different times of the day. Over the course of 24 hours, the load for each cluster is determined as a percentage of the total load on all clusters. The load percentage Loadc for each cluster is calculated as the ratio between the number of users accessing the website from the cluster's region Usersc to the total number of users



accessing the site across all regions UsersT. This calculation is represented by the following equation: Loadc = Usersc / UsersT Once the load percentage for each cluster is determined, the simulation uses each load percentage to assign a proportional number of virtual machines to each of the clusters. Each cluster has a designated number of persistent hosts that always remain in their respective clusters. These are meant to handle hosting of the website in each region without any additional load. The VM counts in Table 4 represent these persistent virtual machines. The remaining virtual machines that are not persistent, or the "load-handling" virtual machines, are transferred from cluster to cluster as the load changes, each cluster receiving a number of load-handling virtual machines proportional to its load percentage. For example, if, at a single iteration, the US East cluster had a load percentage of 25% and the US West cluster had a load percentage of 75%, then 25% of the loadhandling virtual machines would be assigned to the US East cluster, and 75% would be assigned to the US West cluster. Note that these load handling virtual machines would be assigned to the cluster in addition to its persistent virtual machines. If a cluster does not have the resources to host all of its assigned load-handling virtual machines, they are assigned to other clusters instead. The Load VM counts in Table 4 represent the types and quantities of the loadhandling virtual machines. It should also be noted that the total load only accounts for the load placed on our virtual machines, that is, the load that our mock corporation’s websites experience. It does not factor in additional load from other sources (such as other corporations’ websites). The load is simulated as changing on an hourly basis, over a 24 hour period. It assumes that users are most active from 6 PM to 3 AM in their local time zone. Additionally, we are assuming that the majority of users visiting the site are American, that there are a smaller number of Europeans users, and that there is a very small population of Asian users. The allocated cluster servers shown in Table 1 reflect such a setup. Fig. 1 shows the load percentage of each cluster over a 24 hour period .



Load (%)



D. Simulation Process The simulation process is relatively straightforward, but we will outline it here. At each iteration over a 24 hour period, we perform the following steps.



1) Allocate load-handling virtual machines: First, we used the current load percentages for each cluster to divide up the load-handling virtual machines. 2) For each cluster, match its load handling machines to its hosts using a scheduling policy: Next, we use the scheduling policy to match each cluster’s set of loadhandling virtual machines. 3) For virtual machines that could not be matched, match each to all of the remaining hosts using the scheduling policy: For each virtual machine that could not be matched to its preferred cluster, we match it against all of the physical hosts, on any cluster. During the simulation, virtual machine allocations are logged and later analyzed to determine the overall performance of the scheduling policy that was used. E. Assumptions A number of assumptions are made in our simulation to both simplify the simulation process and mimic a real world scenario. These assumptions are as follows. 1) Non-idle hosts use a fraction of their maximum power usage: Hosts that are hosting a number of virtual machines are assumed to use a fraction of their maximum power. This fraction is calculated using the minimum and maximum power usage values for the host (Pmax and Pmin respectively), found in Table 1, as well as the ratio of allocated CPU cores Coresalloc to total CPU cores Corestotal of the host in question. At any given time, the current power consumption P is calculated using: P = Pmin + (Pmax – Pmin) * (Coresalloc / Corestotal) 2) Idle hosts use no power: We also assume that idle machines are in a low-power state of some sort (hibernating, off, etc.), and, as such, we evaluate their power consumption to 0.0 W. 3) When allocating load-handling virtual machines, local machines are always allocated first: When loadhandling virtual machines are allocated, each cluster chooses machines already on its cluster before remote virtual machines.
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978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE Figure 1. Cluster load percentages per hour.



Scheduling Policy



kW/hr



Round Robin Striping Packing Load Balance (Count) Load Balance (Ratio) Watts Per Core Cost Per Core



30.33 32.47 30.01 31.27 32.43 27.89 28.04



Cost/hr (USD)



CPU Load (%)



$6.17 $6.84 $5.68 $6.51 $6.84 $5.03 $5.05



72.45% 67.19% 76.33% 70.25% 67.13% 79.51% 79.05%



For example, if during the first iteration, the US West Cluster required 2 vm.Application machines, they would be allocated to it as needed. If during the next iteration, the cluster needed 3 vm.Application machines, it would choose the 2 that it is already hosting first, and then proceed to retrieve 1 more from a remote location. 4) Each cluster has its own shared SAN: Each cluster has shared storage, and can migrate machines between hosts instantaneously. IV.



RESULTS AND ANALYSIS



In this section, we will examine the results of our simulation, which are shown in Table 5. In the tables, energy consumption is measured by the average total kilowatts used per hour across all hosts. Cost is the average total cost per hour, based on our estimated server costs specified in part B of this section. And finally, CPU load is the average hourly ratio of allocated cores total cores among active hosts. A. Energy Energy consumption is measured in average kilowatts per hour over the 24 hour simulation period. Unsurprisingly, the Watts per Core policy did the best from an energy-saving standpoint, achieving an average energy usage of approximately 27.9 kW per hour. Cost per core did well also, which is expected considering the direct correlation between energy and cost. Packing and Round Robin did well also, averaging approximately 30.0 and 30.3 kW per hour respectively. The Load Balancing and Striping policies did significantly worse, each averaging between 31.2 and 32.4 kW per hour. Fig. 2 shows the hourly energy consumption of each policy. Based on our assumption that inactive hosts can be placed in a low power state and require no energy, packing the hosts should provide the best energy efficiency, as such a strategy minimizes the number of hosts that are powered on. With this in mind, we can see that the Watts per Core and Cost per Core policies are actually optimizations of the Packing policy. Whenever the Packing policy fills up a host machine, it arbitrarily chooses a new one. The Watts per Core and Cost per Core policies will always choose the most energy-efficient or cost-efficient host to begin packing next, and, in this way, they perform better than basic packing. 978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE



Energy Usage per hour (kW)



TABLE 5. SIMULATION RESULTS 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25



Scheduling Policy Figure 2. Average energy consumption per hour vs. scheduling policy.



Load balancing and striping are expected to perform the worst in this category, as they both involve starting up as many hosts as necessary, and, in turn, use more energy. The Load Balancing policy performs better than the Striping policy, because it adds more virtual machines to larger hosts, whereas the Striping policy will instead try to naively use as many hosts as possible. The Round Robin policy performed decently, worse than any of the packing-based policies and better than striping or load balancing. Fig. 2 shows the hourly costs of each policy. B. Cost Cost is the average cost (in USD) per hour to run all active hosts across the cluster. The cost of electricity for each cluster is based on actual industrial electricity costs for each geographic location. United States electricity costs are based on reports from the U.S. Energy Information Administration [15], European costs are based off of reports from Europe’s Energy Portal [16], and Asian costs are based off of a report from the Senate of the Philippines [17]. The cost per kilowatt-hour for each cluster is defined as: • • • •



US East – $0.1105 US West – $0.0674 Asia –$0.1058 Europe – $0.1602



Additionally, each cluster has an associated Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) value. This value is essentially a measure of how efficient a given data center is at using its electricity, as is determined by the following equation [18]: PUE = Total Facility Power / IT Equipment Power The PUE values for each cluster are defined as follows:



Average CPU Load



Cost per hour (USD)



$8.00 $7.00 $6.00 $5.00 $4.00 $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 $0.00



0.82 0.8 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.7 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.62 0.6



Scheduling Policy Figure 3. Average cost per hour vs. scheduling policy.



• • • •



US East – 1.2 US West – 1.4 Asia – 1.8 Europe – 1.6



For each cluster, we calculate the true cost per kilowatthour by multiplying the cluster’s cost by its PUE value. Based on these true costs, our simulation determined the cost of hosting virtual machines for each allocation policy. As expected, the costs are directly related to energy consumption. Striping is the worst, at a price of $6.84 per hour, while the Watts per Core and Cost per Core policies are the best, at $5.03 and $5.05 per hour respectively. Fig. 3 shows the hourly costs of each policy. It is important to note that the Watts per Core policy does slightly better than the Cost per Core policy in our simulation. In actuality, because cost within each cluster is constant, the two policies perform almost identically within individual clusters. Because, however, they choose slightly different host machines in their allocation, the order in which virtual machines are added to hosts can become significantly different. Due to the varying sizes of the virtual machines, the order in which they are added to hosts can affect how they are packed on to those hosts, causing the need to start up fewer or lesser hosts depending on the situation. As such, the Watts per Core and Cost per Core policy will always behave similarly, with minor differences depending on the number and sizes of virtual machines and hosts. For example, using a set of smaller virtual machines, the simulation gives the Cost per Core policy a significant advantage over the Watts per Core in terms of cost. The results presented here are only based on the single scenario we tested. C. CPU Load We define CPU load as the ratio of a host’s allocated cores to its total cores. The averages only take into account hosts that are actively hosting virtual machines. 978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE



Scheduling Policy Figure 4. Average CPU load vs. scheduling policy.



The Load Balancing policies and the Striping policy perform best in this category, each achieving an average CPU load between approximately 65% and 70%. Striping and ratio-based Load Balancing should always result in a very similar allocation, as they will allocate virtual machines to the same hosts until every host in a cluster already is already active. At that point, they will begin to choose different hosts, which accounts for the slight deviation between the two policies. The count-based Load Balancing policy, on the other hand, will choose larger hosts with more free CPU cores, allowing it to better pack virtual machines on to its selected hosts. As such, it sees better energy efficiency, but poorer load-balancing performance than ratio-based Load Balancing. Unsurprisingly, because the Packing, Watts per Core, and Cost per Core algorithms all minimize active hosts, the average load between those active hosts is significantly higher. Again, the Round Robin policy performed in the middle of the pack, doing better than any of the packing policies, but worse than the load balancing policies. Fig. 4 shows the average CPU load for each policy. V.



CONSIDERATIONS



A. Storage Because our main simulation assumes a dynamic website load at any given time, we move virtual machines around to various clusters to properly handle changing cluster demands. In any real-world scenario, storage transfer costs must be taken into consideration. There are two ways to store data in a virtual environment. First, using instance storage, data is stored in the virtual machine instances themselves. Using this approach would require that each time a virtual machine is transferred, all of its accompanying data is transferred as well, incurring the penalties (time, cost, etc.) to do so. Second, using shared storage, data is stored in some sort of shared filesystem between the hosts, such as a distributed



Cost per hour (USD)



TABLE 6. MACRO SIMULATION RESULTS $8.00 $7.00 $6.00 $5.00 $4.00 $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 $0.00



Scheduling Policy Round Robin Striping Packing Load Balance (Count) Load Balance (Ratio) Watts Per Core Cost Per Core



Scheduling Policy Figure 4. Average cost per hour vs. scheduling policy.



file system or a SAN. Using this method, instead of transferring virtual machines to handle load, a website could merely shut down existing virtual machines and start new ones in the appropriate clusters. Because the data is not stored on the machines themselves, the virtual machines do not need to be transferred and can be run as independent processes interacting with the data at any location. While such an approach eliminates transfer costs, it also necessitates a large shared storage pool with access from all physical hosts. B. Quality of Service A real-world scenario would need to take into account the quality of service provided to users. Most virtual machine hosting providers have a service level agreement that they enter into with customers, and, under many circumstances, maintaining this agreement is considered more important than saving energy. Unfortunately, with regards to virtual machine hosting, the quality of service can be reliant on many different provider-dependent factors, including the structure of data storage (as mentioned above), the transfer cost between clusters, and the effectiveness of a virtual machine hosted in one cluster at service users in a different cluster. For example, assume that there exist two clusters, A and B, with a virtual machine currently allocated in cluster A. If the load increases for cluster B, the virtual machine would normally need to be transferred to cluster B to handle it. Let us also assume that the virtual machine could serve users in cluster B from cluster A at a 10% performance penalty. In this case, if the cost to transfer the virtual machine is high, it might be more cost-effective to leave the virtual machine on cluster A instead of transferring it. Our original simulation assumed that each cluster used shared storage between its hosts, but not between all of the hosts. That is, a host could transfer virtual machines to another host in its cluster at no penalty, but transferring a virtual machine to a different cluster would incur various transfer costs. Additionally, we assumed that each virtual machine had to transfer to a cluster in order to serve users in that cluster, and, as the load changed, virtual machine 978-1-4577-1221-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE



kW/hr 30.73 32.36 29.94 31.25 32.2 27.31 27.44



Cost/hr (USD)



CPU Load (%)



$6.45 $6.87 $5.95 $6.64 $6.87 $4.88 $4.86



71.55% 67.07% 77.15% 67.46% 66.50% 81.45% 80.70%



placement strictly adhered to the needs of each cluster. As such, we moved virtual machines when necessary, but we tried to minimize transfers between clusters as best as possible. C. Macro Simulation Alternatively, in an ideal scenario, our assumptions would be different. First, all clusters would be able to access the same shared storage pool, meaning that virtual machines could be transferred between any hosts in any clusters at no penalty. Additionally, in the ideal scenario, a virtual machine in any cluster would be able to serve users in any other cluster at no penalty. While these assumptions are largely unrealistic for international hosting providers, they could be potentially applied to the compute cloud of a smaller company or a college campus. With the ideal scenario in mind, we tested the allocation policies using the new assumptions. Because cluster location does not factor into transfer penalties or user-serving performance, we treated all of the hosts as one large cluster, allocating virtual machines to any machine in any cluster. Results for this allocation, referred to as the “macro simulation,” are shown in Table 6. In the Macro Simulation, the strengths and weaknesses of each policy were accentuated. The Load Balancing and Striping policies did significantly better in managing CPU load, while requiring more energy and incurring a higher cost per hour, while, on the other hand, the Watts per Core policy used less energy, which, in turn, incurs the lowest cost per hour, next to the Cost per Core policy. The Watts per Core and Cost per Core policies both behaved similarly, the difference being that the Watts per Core policy was slightly more energy efficient while the Cost per Core policy was slightly more cost efficient. As in the standard simulation, however, it must be noted that both policies will always perform similarly with minor differences depending on the order in which virtual machines are packed on to physical hosts. Because of the many different factors that go into the determination of this order (virtual machine size, number of hosts, host specifications, etc), allocation will change in each scenario, and either policy may end up with slightly better energy or cost efficiency. D. Overall Overall, it appears that the best policy, in terms of minimizing energy costs, is the Watts per Core policy. It is the most energy-efficient of all the scheduling policies in



Percent Improvement



both simulation scenarios, and its cost efficiency was similar 30.00% 25.00% 20.00% 15.00% 10.00% 5.00% 0.00%



kW Cost



It is also worth noting that the policies presented here can be quickly and trivially implemented in existing cloud platforms, without the need for external systems, providing cloud administrators with a convenient and simple way of improving energy efficiency and lowering energy costs across their data centers. Future work involves developing alternative allocation policies that can further reduce energy consumption, as well as a more general policy that allows users to tune which performance metrics to focus on when allocating virtual machines. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS



Scheduling Policy Figure 5. Percent improvement (decrease in energy usage and cost) of Watts per Core policy over others.



to the Cost per Core policy in the original scenario, and slightly better than it in the ideal simulation. In our original simulation, the Watts per Core policy achieved an overall energy consumption 7.1% to 14.1% better than any of the Round Robin, Striping, Packing, or Load Balancing policies. Additionally, it achieved a cost improvement of 11.4% to 26.5% over any of the aforementioned policies. Fig. 5 shows the energy and cost improvement of the Watts per Core policy over the other policies (not including Cost per Core). Out of the remaining four policies, the Striping and Load Balancing policies do the most poorly in conserving energy but excel at minimizing CPU load, showing up to a 15.6% improvement in CPU load over the other policies. Additionally, it should be noted that the Round Robin policy offers a middle ground, consistently showing performance in between that of the best and worst categories for all of the performance categories. VI.
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